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Big butts, small scale: Cheeky chicks on the cheap Â

How can we pack so much big booty into

such a tiny and inexpensive package? Sorry, but itâ€™s a trade secret we canâ€™t divulge, except
to say that shoehorns and spandex were involved. The original Big Butt Book featured a great
cross-section of delectable rears from the 1950s to the present day. Here, in the Little Book of Butts,
since life is such an ironic deal, we decided to pare the original content down to just the biggest and
the best, in-your-face phatties to which the great Sir Mix-A-Lot alluded when penning, "My
anaconda donâ€™t want none, unless youâ€™ve got buns, hun." Then we added in about 30 new
photos, just to be generous. Now in these 150 plus photos youâ€™ll see the big and the bountiful,
then the bigger and more bountiful, in black and white and in color. The models may be largely
anonymous, but their curves are legendary, and now that theyâ€™re collected in a discrete little
package affordable by all in these financially trying times, why hold back? Your badonkadonk is
calling. Â Text in English, French, and German
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Ultimate stocking stuffer for a (straight) man! (I could make more jokes about that one, but I will
refrain.) Perfect balance of kitsch, class, humor, novelty and history--with a dash of the absurd. The
only downside (pun intended) is that the photos are not dated, and not knowing the exact time
period is disappointing for the voyeur journeying through this colorful, historical timeline of buttocks.

It is good fun small book and the right priced. The bigger size version is over priced from my point of
view. I would have given 5 star if it excites me 100%. It is about 80% excitement. This is one of the
four series of the books. My others are the breast and the p_ _ _ y. I give 100% for the P book. I
shows 12 ladies' faces and their Ps side by side.

This is a cute little book for anyone in your life that likes butts. It is tasteful photography, well put
together and the paperback version is actually rather sturdy. Great little gift!

Good quality pics, a lot of vintage shots though. Too many "unknowns" listed next to models names.
Felt like this book could have been put together better. Not the sellers fault though. Still not bad for
the price.

I was expecting newer/up to date pictures of butts. Most of these pictures are not from 2000's.
However, the pictures are very creative and sexy. It gives you a different look of style from "back in
the day". There are pictures from "2000's". Overall it is a nice book and very sexy.

Great book. The only problem is that sometimes the middle of the book folds in and obstructs the
pictures. It has a few pages in the front with history that I didn't know about and thought was
interesting.

but it's way too small of a book which is disappointing. other than that, it's a wonderful book. it's too
small for the pricing.

This is not what I expected at all. Most of the pictures are old and in black and white. A lot of the
women are trashy looking and there are very few young, modern pictures or women. I got this for
my boyfriend for Valentine's and I'm debating even giving it to him.
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